LEADER
$10,000

ALLY
$7,500

ADVOCATE
$5,000

FRIEND*
$2,500

About SLU Chamber
Since opening in 2006, the
SLU Chamber has served as
a connecting point for all who
live, work and play in South
Lake Union. The chamber’s
200+ supporters include nonprofits, micro businesses,
start-ups, Fortune 500’s and
everything in between.
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Newsletter ads
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Months of header ads on
events calendar, member
directory & board website
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Why Join?

Dedicated full page e-blasts
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Becoming a supporter opens new
doors for your business. From
offering personalized introductions
to providing targeted business
development opportunities
with other local businesses,
the chamber is dedicated to
helping our community thrive
by connecting the people and
organizations that call it home.

Organization tagged in social
media sponsor thank you posts
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Organization logo on SLU
Chamber monthly newsletters
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Organization logo on SLU
Chamber homepage
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Organization featured
in quarterly dedicated
sponsor thank you posts
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Name & link on SLU Chamber
staff email signatures
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Become a Supporter

Priority consideration
for opportunity to host
Happy Hour events
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Joining the SLU Chamber offers
numerous benefits. To the
right are just some highlights.
For more information, please
contact info@sluchamber.org

Premium,
Full Table +
Swag Booth

Premium,
Full Table +
Swag Booth

Table,
8 Reg.

Half Table,
4 Reg.

Half Table,
4 Reg.
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www.sluchamber.org

NEIGHBORHOOD
WELCOME BAGS

Guaranteed inclusion

500 bags provided to SLU
residential properties with
swag and freebies from
over 75 local businesses

Priority opportunity
to provide bags

ADVERTISING, WEBSITE
& SOCIAL MEDIA
Gain visibility with our
7,500 monthly website
visitors; 2,500 social
media followers and
2,000 email subscribers

EVENTS
Engage with hundreds
of business owners,
decision makers &
employees from nearly
200 organizations in SLU

CHAMPION
$20,000
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Connect. Commerce. Community.
FREE extra item

Sponsorship for SLU
Business Awards
Premium Hole Sponsorship
for Flatstick Pub Classic,
includes full team & booth

*Friend Sponsorships are only available to companies with 50 or fewer FTEs

